Abstract-This paper presents the maximum weighted stream posterior (MWSP) model as a robust and efficient stream integration method for audio-visual speech recognition in environments, where the audio or video streams may be subjected to unknown and time-varying corruption. A significant advantage of MWSP is that it does not require any specific measurements of the signal in either stream to calculate appropriate stream weights during recognition, and as such it is modality-independent. This also means that MWSP complements and can be used alongside many of the other approaches that have been proposed in the literature for this problem. For evaluation we used the large XM2VTS database for speaker-independent audio-visual speech recognition. The extensive tests include both clean and corrupted utterances with corruption added in either/both the video and audio streams using a variety of types (e.g., MPEG-4 video compression) and levels of noise. The experiments show that this approach gives excellent performance in comparison to another well-known dynamic stream weighting approach and also compared to any fixed-weighted integration approach in both clean conditions or when noise is added to either stream. Furthermore, our experiments show that the MWSP approach dynamically selects suitable integration weights on a frame-byframe basis according to the level of noise in the streams and also according to the naturally fluctuating relative reliability of the modalities even in clean conditions. The MWSP approach is shown to maintain robust recognition performance in all tested conditions, while requiring no prior knowledge about the type or level of noise.
(usually the microphone) used to capture the speech signal. Thus, one of the main challenges in the ASR domain is how to develop systems that are more robust to the kinds of noise that are typically encountered in real-world situations.
One approach to this problem is to introduce another modality to complement the acoustic speech information, and usually this is a video recording of the speaker's lips. It is well known that humans use both acoustic and visual information when communicating with each other when both modalities are available. Indeed, this has been usefully demonstrated by the McGurk effect [1] .
An audio-visual speech recognition (AVSR) system uses visual speech information in addition to the acoustic information used by a standard ASR system. Audio and video information can be integrated by feature fusion or by decision fusion.
Feature fusion means that the information is combined at the feature level, and a single combined feature vector is passed to a single classifier. This is generally simple to implement and allows modeling of the correlation between audio and video. The simplest method of feature fusion is feature concatenation [2] , where the audio and video feature vectors are simply concatenated. Other approaches also include feature weighting [3] , the hierarchical linear discriminant feature extraction method described in [4] , and audio feature enhancement [5] . Feature fusion based techniques lack the ability to explicitly model the relative reliability of each feature stream. This is important as the reliability of either stream may vary significantly even within the duration of an utterance because of constant or instantaneous background noise or channel degradations.
In contrast, decision fusion systems assume independence between the two streams and instead combine the results of separate classifiers for audio and video. Fig. 1 shows the general process of an AVSR system that uses decision fusion.
Unlike feature fusion approaches, decision fusion offers a mechanism for modeling the reliabilities of each feature stream by using separate classifiers for audio and video. The most common types of decision fusion methods are those that combine a parallel classifier architecture, such as a multistream
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ Fig. 2 . Example of a multistream HMM with two streams (audio and video) and three states per stream (inspired by [11] ).
HMM (MSHMM) with fixed or adaptive combination weights [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . These methods calculate the most likely class (state, sub-word, or word) by combining the scores or log-likelihoods of the individual classifiers for the audio and video streams. Some alternatives to MSHMMs include the product or coupled HMM [12] , [13] , discriminative model combination [2] , artificial neural networks (ANNs) [14] , ANN/HMM hybrids [15] , or dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs) [16] .
In an MSHMM, each observation is modeled as a singlestream HMM that emits two likelihoods for each state, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Typically, the class conditional observation likelihoods of an MSHMM are calculated as the product of the observation likelihoods of the individual streams. Weights may be applied to stream likelihoods to capture the relative reliabilities of the streams. Such MSHMM architectures have been used for audio-only ASR to combine the results of subband features or static and dynamic feature streams. For the task of audio-visual integration, MSHMMs with two streams are used. These have been used in small vocabulary AVSR systems [12] , as well as large vocabulary systems [6] .
In this model, if the two streams are A and V for audio and video, respectively, and X A t and X V t represent their feature vectors for a frame at time t, then the log-likelihood of observing both X A t and X V t given state s is calculated as
where γ A and γ V are the weights applied to the audio and video streams, respectively. These may be fixed [6] , [17] or calculated to reflect the actual reliabilities of the streams. Constraints such as γ A + γ V = 1 are also often used. Thus, the class conditional state emission probability of the MSHMM given the feature vector X t is
where M b is the number of mixtures per state for stream b ∈ {A, V }, c smb is the mixture weight for the mth mixture component in state s for stream b. N b represents a Gaussian density with mean vector μ smb and covariance matrix U smb . The parameters for the single stream HMMs may be estimated individually using the EM algorithm in the same way as for a traditional HMM. However, this approach means that the HMMs are trained asynchronously and will use different forced alignments. Alternately, they can be trained together using an a priori choice of stream weights.
As was stated earlier, a major advantage of the decision fusion approach is the ability to apply weights during the fusion process to capture the relative reliabilities of the audio and video feature streams. The weights may be set globally to fixed values that are calculated from testing the system to find the weights that produce optimal speech recognition [6] , [9] , [17] .
However, in many real-world environments where there is a possibility of noise or corruption entering the video or audio signal the reliabilities of each modality will be fluctuating. For instance for applications where the speaker is in an acoustically hostile environment with many potential sources of background noise the reliability of the audio stream will deteriorate and change over time. Similarly, the reliability of the video stream will be affected by various factors, such as camera position, head pose, head and mouth tracking, and video compression. Therefore, to model this variance in reliability, frame or utterance level weights are required, which are usually calculated from an estimation of environmental conditions or stream reliability. This has been done in a variety of ways, including the following. 1) Reference [2] calculated weights as a function of the audio channel signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 2) Reference [18] minimized a smooth function of the minimum classification error (MCE) using generalized probabilistic descent. 3) Reference [19] minimized the frame misclassification rate, by using the maximum entropy criterion. 4) Reference [20] calculated frame dependent weights using the maximum conditional likelihood and the MCE.
An ideal audio-visual integration approach should satisfy two criteria. First, it should allow performance that is greater than either stream on its own for low levels of corruption in either stream, and second, in cases where one stream is highly corrupted the recognition performance should remain similar to the most reliable stream. These criteria should be met even in conditions where the corruption in either stream may be time varying and involves a priori unknown types of corruption.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach called the maximum weighted stream posterior (MWSP) method that aims to meet these criteria. MWSP offers a smooth integration of the two modalities, making best use of the available reliable information and remaining simple to implement without a priori knowledge of the environmental conditions, in which it will be deployed or tested. As it does not entail any measurements of the signal in either stream when calculating the stream weights it is essentially a modality-independent approach to fusion that could be applied to a range of problems where multiple modalities or feature streams are being combined in the potential presence of unpredictable corruption in any of the streams. A preliminary study of MWSP was reported in [21] . This paper extends the study with a more indepth description of the method and an increased experimental investigation and analysis of the performance of MWSP for AV speech recognition in both clean and noisy conditions for both modalities. In this paper, we compare MWSP with another dynamic modality weighting approach and also an Oracle fixed-weighted model to gain an insight into its relative performance and stability. We also expand our experimental test conditions to include video data that is corrupted by MPEG-4 video compression. While the vocabulary used in our test data (digits) is not intended to be application specific, these new experiments are significant in showing the relative robustness of the MWSP approach for application domains, where cloud-based speech recognition may be preferred, e.g., on mobile platforms. In such applications, it is probable that the AV data would be streamed over the network in a compressed format to the cloud service that would then carry out the feature extraction and recognition process before returning the results, as described in [22] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the development of the MWSP approach in detail. In Section III, we present the experimental results and finally a summary and concluding remarks are given in Section IV.
II. Maximum Weighted Stream Posterior Model
The simplest form of integration using decision fusion would be the Product Model that takes a product of the individual likelihoods of the audio and video streams as in
However, to ensure the values produced by each stream are on the same scale, it is usually necessary to normalize each likelihood based on the dimensionality of the stream as follows (please note that in all further equations found here the t has been dropped to improve clarity):
where d A and d V are the dimensions of the audio and video feature vectors respectively. Furthermore, as was explained in the previous section, it is often useful to apply stream weights to account for the expected relative reliabilities of each stream, as shown in
where the stream exponents γ A and γ V denote the relative reliability values, and typically, a constraint such as γ A +γ V = 1 is applied. For instance, in [6] and [17] , values of γ A = 0.7 and γ V = 0.3 were used. These static weights are useful if the recognition conditions are stable and match the training conditions. However for real world conditions where there may be time varying noise/corruptions affecting either stream then static weights are often sub optimal. The challenge in these conditions, therefore, is to develop a system which can adapt quickly to changing reliabilities.
If we do not have any knowledge of the level of corruption in the streams during recognition and we must calculate a likelihood for each frame which uses the best available clean information then we must choose between p(X AV |s), p(X V |s) and p(X A |s). In order to directly compare these values, which may be on different scales, we can normalize by converting to posterior probabilities. One method of selecting the optimal stream probability is the maximum stream posterior (MSP) method [23] that is expressed formally as follows:
where P(s|X) denotes the optimal posterior probability of state s given frame X, where X could be X A , X V or the combination X AV . Using Bayes' theorem the individual posterior probabilities for each stream can be written as (note that we consider AV to be a stream rather than multiple streams)
where p(X A |s) and p(X V |s) are the likelihood functions of X A and X V and independence is assumed between them, P(s) is the prior probability of state s, and the summation in the denominators for s is over all possible states within the search beam. The optimal posterior P(s|X) will be incorporated into a HMM as an approximation of the state-based emission probability.
Assuming that the least corrupted stream will produce the maximum likelihood ratio between correct and incorrect states, then selecting the maximum of the posteriors P(s|X A ), P(s|X V ) and P(s|X AV ) is likely to obtain the least corrupt stream. This can be shown by rewriting the posterior probabilities in a form of likelihood ratios between the states. For example, in the case of X A we can rewrite (7) as
For correct state s the likelihood ratio in the denominator given by
and hence the posterior probability P(s|X A ) is likely to be maximized when X A is the least corrupt stream. Therefore, the MSP method (6) represents a method for choosing the best feature stream from (A, V or AV) for recognition without assuming prior information of the corruption.
A potential weakness of the MSP method is that an individual stream either contributes equally (or at a single fixed weighting) to the final posterior probabilities, or is ignored completely. It is intuitive, however, that if one stream is clean and one has moderate corruption, the latter can still contribute useful discriminatory information, but that less confidence should be placed on it, i.e., a weighting against it. To this end, the MWSP method seeks to find a softer and optimal weighting for the combination of the two streams by examining a set of weightings that cover the full range of relative stream confidences. This range includes equal confidence (equivalent to (9) of the MSP), and absolute bias toward either stream (equivalent to (7) and (8) of the MSP). Thus, the MSP can be considered a special case of the MWSP. The MWSP for AV fusion is described by the following formula that gives the posterior probability of state s for a given weighting w
where it is assumed that w ∈ [0, 1]. The MSP method can be obtained approximately by setting w = 1 (7), w = 0 (8), or w = 0.5 [ (9), approximately]. The optimal posterior probability used for recognition is the maximum across all of the possible weightings, that is
For our implementation of the above approach, a suitable finite set of values for w must be evaluated, which will cover the potential relative reliabilities of each stream. This forms part of the experimental investigation in the following sections of the paper.
A. Posterior Union Model
For our experiments in the following section, we have included a comparison between MWSP, MSP, the Product model and the posterior union model (PUM). The PUM, which is based on probability theory for the union of random events, can be viewed as an alternative way of implementing a dynamic weighting scheme within a multi-stream system. Previous research has demonstrated the PUM to be a robust method of combining feature streams in unknown noise conditions. In [24] , the PUM was used in a subband approach to noisy speech and speaker recognition where the aim was to base the recognition as much as possible on the cleanest frequency bands without any prior knowledge of the noise in any subband. In [25] , the PUM was used to combine separate feature streams from image segments for face recognition where the images were subject to various forms of corruption. As both these problems are analogous to the problem under investigation in this paper and the fact that the PUM performs under the same operating assumptions as MWSP, i.e., no prior knowledge of the noise in any stream is assumed, we chose the PUM as a suitable baseline method for comparison with MWSP.
In our experiments involving audio-visual integration a PUM with two possible combinations of streams is used. These correspond to the conjunction and disjunction of the two streams, that is
The maximum of P ∧ (s|o) and P ∨ (s|o) is selected as the state-based emission probability within the MSHHM.
III. Experiments

A. Database
In this paper, we have used the XM2VTS database [26] to carry out tests on speaker-independent isolated digit recognition. XM2VTS was chosen for this paper as it is one of the largest audio-visual databases available and as such it has been widely used for many significant studies by the AV speech community in the past. The database contains 295 speakers, roughly balanced between genders. Each speaker was recorded in four different sessions in a quiet environment. The following three sentences are repeated twice in each of a speaker's four sessions.
1) "0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9." 2) "5 0 6 9 2 8 1 3 7 4." 3) "Joe took father's green shoe bench out." For this paper we used only the digit utterances. Messer et al. [26] provide the speech data in two sets: the 3A set that contains 200 subjects for training a speaker independent system, and the 3B set that contains the remaining 95 subjects for testing such a system. Thus, there were 3200 training occurrences of each digit and the test data includes 1520 test tokens for each digit. The data is supplied as continuous digit sequences with only sentence level transcriptions. However, for this paper we decided to carry out isolated digit recognition experiments, so a forced alignment procedure was initially carried out on all utterances using the hidden Markov toolkit (HTK) [27] to obtain word boundary positions.
The database was supplied with some lip tracking results, using the colour based approach described by Ramos [28] . These were used to localize the mouth region of interest (ROI) in each video frame, eliminating the need for mouth tracking.
B. Data Corruptions
To examine the effect of corruption in the audio stream, additive full-band white noise was added individually to each isolated digit in the audio test data at different average SNR levels (−20 dB to 30 dB). We chose full-band white noise to corrupt the audio stream in our experiments as it represents the most severe scenario where all frequencies of the audio are corrupt to some level. In these conditions, the audio stream becomes increasingly unreliable, and we can therefore see how the multimodal approaches cope in these conditions. It should be noted that although we add the noise to each utterance at an average SNR, this does not mean that the noise statistics are static over the entire utterance. The local SNR for each frame in an utterance will be different due to the non-stationary nature of the speech. The weights calculated for each stream by the MWSP approach are influenced only by the local emphframe SNR, and therefore, the weights may not be constant over an utterance; instead, they fluctuate on a frame-by-frame basis. Similarly, to examine the effects of corruption in the video stream, two different types of noise were used: MPEG-4 video compression and simulated camera jitter. MPEG-4 compression was applied at various levels (ranging from 512 kb/s to 4 kb/s) and as mentioned earlier in Section I, these tests are useful in showing the relative robustness of the tested approaches for application domains where cloud-based speech recognition may be used. Jitter is a novel form of corruption developed to simulate situations where either the camera or the speaker is moving, preventing smooth tracking of the mouth. It is applied by adding a random variation to the coordinates and orientation of the mouth ROI. Different levels of jitter are generated by scaling the random variation. For example, jitter level 10 corresponds to a random rotation in the range [−10 deg, 10 deg] and separate random translations along the x and y axes, both in the range [−10, 10] pixels. Six jitter levels (2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12) were used on the test video data. An example video frame with jitter corruption added can be seen in Fig. 3 .
C. Feature Extraction
Numerous approaches to visual feature extraction have been presented in the literature, each with potential advantages and disadvantages [29] [30] [31] . In this paper, we chose to use the DCT (type II) transform to extract features from each ROI. It is not our intention to present these features as optimal in our experimental setup as that is not the focus of our research. Instead we chose these features as they are a commonly used feature type in a variety of other important studies [29] , [32] , [33] . Furthermore, we found in previous research using the XM2VTS database [30] that DCT features are efficient to extract and reasonably robust in the presence of several types of image corruption. As our focus is primarily on investigating how the MWSP approach responds to degradation in either the audio or video streams we do not view the specific choice of features used in either stream as critical in this study.
Hence, for each frame of video, the mouth ROI was cropped and subsampled to 16×16 before applying the DCT, as shown in Fig. 4 . The transformation results in a 16×16 array of coefficients for each frame of video. The visual features were selected from these coefficients using a triangle mask (Fig. 4) , as this reflects how the coefficients are arranged with the lowest frequencies at the origin. Finally, the visual feature stream was formed by interpolating these features to 100 Hz to match the sampling rate of the audio feature stream. Cubic splines were used to interpolate the features, which enabled easy calculation of dynamic features. Again, based on our previous work [30] , we chose to use 15 static features along with 15 dynamic features for our final feature vector. All of the features were normalized because there is a lot of variation between speakers and sessions. This was done by analyzing each utterance and performing mean subtraction and variance normalization over that utterance. Experiments using only visual features for digit recognition showed that with the feature set described above, the word error rate (WER) was 26.15% without any normalization, 15.01% with just mean subtraction, and 12.11% with both mean substraction and variance normalization.
We used mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) to represent the features in the audio stream. The samples in the audio signal were grouped into 25 ms frames, with a between-frame overlap of 10 ms. For each frame the features were extracted using a 30 channel filter bank from which ten MFCCs were taken along with the energy feature. The corresponding and dynamic features of these were also calculated resulting in a feature vector of 33 coefficients.
D. Digit Modeling
Each digit type was modeled with an MSHMM model with ten states. The states were represented by Gaussian mixture models with four mixtures. As these parameters are heavily dependent on the domain and data being modeled, we tested a range of parameter values in a preliminary set of experiments and found that ten states and four mixtures gave almost perfect recognition results in clean audio experiments, and no improvement was gained from adding extra states or mixtures beyond this point.
MSHMMs can be trained separately, jointly, or using a fused approach, as described in [31] . In this paper, the MSHMMs were trained jointly. For all experiments, the models were trained using corruption-free audio and video data from the 200 subjects in the 3A set, and tested using both the clean and corrupt versions of the data from the remaining 95 subjects in the 3B set. In all experiments the prior probabilities P(s) for all states are assumed equal.
E. Results Using Fixed Weights
The following experiments show how relative weighting of the audio and video streams effects recognition performance at different levels of corruption in the audio and video streams.
The results indicate what the ideal weighting should be at every level of corruption, and shows the recognition performance that the MWSP model should aim to achieve if it successfully selects the appropriate weighting at each level of corruption.
For each weighting w, the likelihood of observing feature vector X AV given state s is Fig . 5 shows the recognition performance of each weighting for corruption in the audio stream. As one would expect, w = 1.0 is equivalent to the audio stream on its own and w = 0.0 is equivalent to the video stream on its own. For the lowest level of audio corruption (30 dB SNR) the WER of the audio features alone was 1.89% and the WER of the Product model was 1.50%. The weighting w = 0.8 achieved a WER of 1.27% that is better than either of those. The only SNR at which the Product model gave a lower WER than all of the six weightings is 5 dB. One assumes that at this SNR, the optimal weighting would be somewhere between 0.4 and 0.6 (i.e., close to 0.5, which is approximately equivalent to the Product model). At −10 db, it can be seen that the w = 0.2 weighting outperformed the video stream on its own (w = 1.0), which shows that even at this very low SNR, the audio stream can still contribute useful information. Fig. 6 shows how each of the weightings performed when the video stream is compressed. As in the previous case of audio corruption, at the lowest level of corruption (the 512 kb/s compression bitrate), the weighting of w = 0.8 gave a lower WER (1.14%) than the audio features alone (1.43%) or the Product model (1.29%). Only at 16 kb/s did the audio stream on its own (i.e., w = 1.0) achieve the lowest WER. The effect of adding jitter to the video data is shown in Fig. 7 . Clearly jitter is a much more destructive form of corruption than compression with regard to visual speech recognition when using DCT type features. For all levels of jitter the lowest WER was achieved with w = 1.0.
These results demonstrate that an optimized soft weighting scheme should outperform a fixed weighting scheme such as the Product model when the noise conditions in either modality can vary.
F. Selecting Number of Weights for MWSP
An important variable for the MWSP model is the number of values of w, i.e., the number of weightings. Fig. 8 shows how increasing the number of weightings affects speech recognition performance at different SNR levels of full-band Gaussian noise. In these experiments, the set of weights in each case are evenly distributed between (0.0,1.0) and (1.0,0.0). The differences are small between the models, although there is a significant difference between three weightings and other values. It can be seen that three weightings perform best at the most corrupted level (−20 dB SNR), but not as well for moderate levels of corruption. This may be due to the fact that with only three weightings, it is more likely to select the clean video stream on its own. For the least corrupted audio data (20 dB and 30 dB SNR), the difference between different numbers of weightings is negligible.
The optimal number of weightings for all our subsequent experiments was decided to be 6 as the model with six weightings performed strongly at all SNRs. The number of weightings is proportional to the processing time required to execute the Viterbi algorithm part of the speech recognition system. The marginal recognition performance gains of higher numbers of weightings do not justify the significant increases in processing time.
G. Noisy Audio Conditions
Having selected the optimal number of weightings, the MWSP can now be tested in various noise conditions to assess its stability and robustness. For all our experiments we have included results for the Product model, PUM, MSP model and the MWSP model for comparison. In this experiment, we also show the results obtained when the best fixed-weighted model for each noise level is used. We call this the Oracle model as it assumes full a priori knowledge of the noise in the streams, and hence, uses the most suitable weight. Fig. 9 shows how the methods compared in the case of corrupted audio. The log scale has been used on the y-axis to improve clarity between the lines.
It can be seen that all of the models except the Product model meet our criteria for ideal integration in that they perform better than either stream on their own in clean conditions and also remain at least as effective as the remaining clean modality in extreme noise conditions. The Product model gives good performance in relatively low noise conditions but becomes very unreliable as the noise level increases. Interestingly, both the MWSP and MSP models outperformed the Oracle model on average in these tests. This indicates that the ability of these models to select appropriate weights on a frame-by-frame basis is of benefit compared to static weighted approaches. The relative reliability of the streams is clearly not only affected by the level of corruption that is present in the stream, but also depends on the information content of the current frame, i.e., in some frames audio may naturally provide more discriminant information than video and vice versa. These results provide a strong justification for the need for a dynamic stream weighting approach even in clean conditions.
Both the MWSP and MSP performed significantly better than the PUM in clean conditions and moderately noisy conditions and performed similarly well in the most corrupt conditions. The MWSP approach was on average and in most test cases the best model that shows that it's softer weighting scheme is of benefit compared to MSP.
In order to verify that the MWSP model was selecting appropriate values of w for different levels of corruption, an experiment was performed to measure the average w value used at different levels of audio SNR. After the Viterbi component of the speech recognition system had selected the most likely state for each frame in an utterance, the system retrieved the value of w that generated the highest value of P w (s|X) for that state (i.e., the value of w that generated the final P(s|X)). These w values were transcribed for every single frame in the test data for a given level of corruption, and finally the average value of w was calculated over the entire test data set. Fig. 10 shows the average recorded values of w (the weight applied to the audio stream) for each level of audio SNR, plotted against 1 − w that is the average weight applied to the video stream. For the cleanest audio (30-dB SNR) the average values of w and 1 − w were 0.58 and 0.42, respectively. At the most corrupted level, these values become 0.19 and 0.81. Overall, the graph shows that the value of w smoothly adapted to different levels of corruption in one stream that is the desired outcome for the MWSP approach. Fig. 11 further illustrates this by showing the actual distribution of weights used by MWSP for different levels of audio SNR. It can be seen that the value of w is not static at each SNR for all test frames. w takes on the full range of possible values even though the noise remains static over all the frames. The audio stream is dominant in cleaner audio conditions, but the video stream becomes progressively more dominant as the audio noise level increases. This highlights the fact that the weights used in the MWSP are affected by the noise level in the streams in combination with the naturally fluctuating relative reliability of the modalities. 
H. Noisy Video Conditions
The effect of compressing the video data is shown in Fig. 12 . There was a negligible difference between the MSP and MWSP for all compression levels above 8 kb/s. At the high levels of compression (4 kb/s and 8 kb/s), the MSP performed slightly better than the MWSP. In all conditions, they both perform significantly better than the PUM. They also maintain performance much closer to the remaining clean modality than with the Product model at high compression levels. Therefore, in applications where the video data would be streamed in a compressed form before recognition is performed, i.e., for cloud-based speech recognition, the MWSP or MSP approach would allow much greater compression rates to be applied, while allowing high recognition rates to be maintained. Fig. 13 shows the effect of adding jitter to video data along with the clean audio data. For all levels of jitter there was a negligible difference between the MWSP and MSP approaches, which maintain excellent performance in line with the remaining clean audio stream. They perform better than both the Product model and PUM in all conditions.
A further experiment was carried out to assess the effect of jitter corruption along with audio data that was corrupted to 15-dB SNR. The results are shown in Fig. 14 . It can be seen that when the reliability of the audio stream is decreased in this way the performance of the MWSP and MSP approaches are separated slightly. The MWSP performs slightly better in all conditions than the others and the Product model is the least robust although it still maintains performance above the audio only approach.
The time taken for each recognition test was recorded to enable comparisons of the system performance of each model. These showed that compared to an equivalent Product model, the MSP required on average 18% more processing time, and the MWSP (with six weightings) required approximately 50% more. This shows that most of the processing time is spent calculating p(X A |s) and p(X V |s), rather than calculating the combinations used by the MSP and MWSP models.
IV. Summary and Conclusion
This paper dealt with the problem of audio-visual speech integration given that the relative reliabilities of the two modalities may fluctuate due to corruption in either modality, e.g., due to environmental audio noise or perhaps due to video compression. We started by proposing a set of ideal operating characteristics of a robust integration strategy. These stated, first, that it should allow performance that is greater than either stream on its own for low levels of corruption in either stream, and second, in cases where one stream is highly corrupted the recognition performance should remain similar to the most reliable stream. These criteria should be met even in conditions where the corruption in either stream may be time varying and involves a priori unknown types of corruption.
Previous methods of tackling this problem based on decision fusion usually require an estimation of the noise level in each modality that can be difficult to measure accurately in real-world conditions. In this paper, we described a novel approach called the MWSP model that does not require any specific measurement of the noise level in the signal of either modality. As MWSP is modality-independent it complements the previous research in this area and could be used as an alternative or perhaps alongside other approaches. MWSP has been shown in experiments to offer a smooth integration of the two modalities, making best use of the available reliable information on a frame-byframe basis and remaining simple to implement without a priori knowledge of the environmental conditions in which it will be deployed or tested.
The extensive experiments using the large XM2VTS database showed that the MWSP model provided significantly improved performance compared to another well-known dynamic weighting approach and also outperformed even an Oracle fixed-weighted approach where the noise levels and ideal weights are known a priori. This was demonstrated for both clean and noisy conditions in either or both modalities. Our experiments include tests on MPEG-4 compressed video data in a bid to simulate some of the effects of performing AVSR in a cloud-based framework where the data would be compressed and streamed before being processed. Our results showed that the MWSP approach would allow greater compression rates to be applied, while maintaining significantly better recognition performance. From our experiments, we would suggest that the MWSP model offers a suitable integration approach for robust audio-visual speech recognition in many real-world operating conditions.
